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Wulum Creative announces Circuland for iOS - New Educational Title
Published on 06/03/16
Wulum Creative Technology Ltd. today announces the up and coming release of Circuland,
their new educational game title for iOS devices. Circuland will feature ten captivating
scenes where little children learn words, shapes, numbers, colours and concepts that can
be shared and enjoyed by all the family. This unique game features narration by a friendly
voice that guides children through a fun bright coloured learning story, and so much more.
Circuland will be released June 5th on the App Store.
Calgary, Canada - Wulum Creative Technology Ltd. is very pleased to announce the up and
coming release of Circuland, their new educational game title developed for iPhone and
iPad devices. Designed especially for kids up to 8 years old, Circuland will feature ten
captivating scenes where little children learn words, shapes, numbers, colours and
concepts that can be shared and enjoyed by all the family.
In Circuland world, circles of all sizes and colours live happily together, spinning
around the prairies surrounded only by other circles. When a family of squares visit the
town both circles and squares have the opportunity to learn a lesson of friendship and
inclusion. This unique game features narration by a friendly voice that guides children
through a fun bright coloured learning story, with animated and interactive characters,
relaxing lullaby music and a number of optional fun games to enhance the educational
experience.
Key features of Circuland are:
* Children oriented friendly interface
* Brilliant use of colours
* Read along words
* Relaxing background music
* Interactive shaped characters (circles, squares)
* Understand concept of inclusion
* Educational oriented story
* Click-and-hear words
Optional Circuland's games to educate by playing:
* Identify different basic shapes (squares, triangles, circles)
* Count numbers up to 10
* Identify primary and secondary colours
* Differentiate de concept of: Up, down left, right
"Welcome to Circuland, an educational game story to learn words, shapes, colours, numbers
and other concepts that every children will enjoy. In Circuland every feature contains
important concepts intended for the child to learn while playing," explained Juan Munoz,
CEO of Calgary-based Wulum Creative Technology Ltd. "This intuitive learning through
playing capability is the main purpose of our app. Let's make the squares and circles part
of your kids learning process."
Wulum Ltd strives to provide tools to make education for children up to 8, a more
interactive and fun experience as well as taking social responsibility as one of their key
values. For this reason, with every purchase of the optional games set, the company will
donate 10% to contribute with an organization dedicated to cancer research. Circuland will
be released this June 5th (next Sunday) on the App Store.
Wulum Creative Technology:
http://www.wulum.com
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Circuland:
http://www.wulum.com/circuland.htm
Screenshot:
http://www.wulum.com/_images/circuland_2.png
App Icon:
http://www.wulum.com/_images/circulandIcon.png

Headquartered in Calgary, Canada, Wulum Creative Technology Ltd. was founded in 2013, with
a focus on developing educational apps for the iOS platform. Their belief is that
technology has the potential to make the children's learning an intuitive and joyful
process. The company is working on several projects to be released in 2016. All Material
and Software (C) Copyright 2016 Wulum Creative Technology Ltd. All Rights Reserved. Apple,
the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S.
and/or other countries. Other trademarks and registered trademarks may be the property of
their respective owners.
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